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A Partnership in the Making: Bay & Sharp to Join Team PRP
These Latest Additions Come with New Leadership on Both Sides of the Deal
Louisville, KY (March 18, 2022)— It has been an exciting month for Team PRP—the nation’s
largest group of independently-owned auto recyclers selling premium recycled parts. The latest
additions to the association include Bay Auto Parts in Green Bay, WI and Sharp Auto Parts
in Stillwater, MN. This acquisition is a big win for all parties involved.
“We’ve been courting Patrick Garrity and his two facilities for a while now. He’s well known in
the industry as a fine operator, and he is most certainly a man of his word. His own business
values align closely with Team PRP’s cultural values of helping one another, accountability,
selflessness, education and trust,” said Jarret Hann, executive director of Team PRP.
Owner Patrick Garrity shares Hann’s sentiment when asked why he decided to join the trading
group. “Team PRP represents the commitments to growth and success that we aspire to and the
kind of people we want to work with and from whom we want to learn,” he stated.
Bay & Sharp Auto Parts had an ownership change in the fall of 2021, with Patrick Garrity
buying out his two cousins Ron and Randy Garrity. Patrick shared that he looks forward to a new
chapter for the company and joining PRP is part of that plan.
This brings Team PRP’s roster up to 131 members/yards. The official start date for both Bay and
Sharp is scheduled for Monday, Apr. 4.
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###
Team PRP is the leading supplier of recycled parts in North America with a strong mission to supply quality
automotive parts and provide customers with “One Source” availability, outstanding product knowledge and timely
delivery.

